
Down into the cave
And further, I brave
The unavoidable darkness
The void, unstable and tarnished
And I stumble before I clench 
Cutting hands on sharp rocks
The rumbling roar of the trench
Clicking as the joints lock
And it slowly breaths in 
I feel wind whine and billow
And it slowly breaths out
Yet, the cave swallows me whole 

I have stepped into a cave
Others could never enter
Did I choose or was I pushed?
To trek down to it’s center
Dropping my eyes down the void
I descend the tormentor 
Down the vacant valley 
Of the violent silence
The reverberations
Of hollow hell sirens
Smothered, I’m consumed
By the jaws of this monster  

The cave’s hungry, it’s stomach’s loud
Echoes swallowed, starved and 
haunted
For centuries stagnant, alone
It turns and churns, lurching over
And in on itself, gauntly bent
The vents augment and dent 
Its closing throat I’m beneath 
I’m chewed apart by its teeth 
Freckled fissions gnawing on rock
With lesions in the walls
I step on where my nails have fought
And fall where the void calls

And down the narrow slice
Deep in the idle earth
Thrown to an empty sea 
Uncanny and unfurled 
I reach my hand through the veil 
Which hangs from the shattered 
ceilings
A light breaks through the cracks 
Shining raw, radiance bleeding
Pours out so heavenly 
Cascading through blackened seas
And I crawl to where the light claws
Till it’s washing over me

And I reel my neck to look
Up throughout the cave, destroyed
Eyes engulfed by all the white
As the shadow of a boy
Stands between the gleaming glow
And his voice fractures the noise 
Beckoning me to keep on 
And fall back into the void 
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In where water etches the edges
Every inch of chopped and jagged 
stone
Like frozen flesh, rigid and solid 
A gutted beast, held up by it’s 
bones
Would I then be the cancer?
That invades this hollow place 
The shaky hand scrimshander 
Carving myself through the space 
Maybe a mischief of rats 
Which creeps deep into the black 
Or a blind, senile fool 
Marching through the tangled 
plaque
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